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The Clash at Domany
– 22nd of February 1655
In early February 1655 the vanguard of the Lithuanian
army under grand hetman Janusz Radziwiłł moved towards Mogilev. It was one of the most important Lithuanian fortresses taken in 1654 by the Muscovite army. Lithuanians, supported by a Polish corps, were to besiege
the city in vain for three months, loosing many soldiers
during bloody assaults. The failed siege of Mogilev undermined the morale of the Lithuanian army and decreased its combat value for the remainder of the fights.
However before this happened, the forces of Radziwiłł
also achieved success. One of them was the defeat at
Domany on 22nd of February 1655 of the relief force sent
to the town's defenders. Hetman sent against it a strong
Polish-Lithuanian force, led by Aleksander Hilary Połubiński. His detachment included one winged hussar
banner, two reiter squadrons (probably in part Polish),
two strong dragoon companies and about a dozen Cossack style cavalry banners. Theoretically the force was
over 2000 strong, however the deprivations of the campaign – especially suffered by the Lithuanians – incline
us to decrease this number.
The Muscovite relief was led by prince Yuri Ivanovich
Romodanovski. His force included a soldat regiment
under Elizius Cykler and 400 servant Cossacks from
Vyazma. Apart from a large wagon train, the Muscovite
soldiers also led 10 medium guns and up to 8 regimental
guns. Romadonovski had about 1300 men supported by
camp servants.

However after a reconnaissance of the situation around
Mogilev the prince decided to change the route of his forces and tried to break through to Shklou. After several
kilometers of pursuit, two hours before dusk, during a
snowstorm, Połubiński's forces attacked the enemy near
the village of Domany. However Lithuanians and Poles,
contrary to their orders, started to loot the village and a
part of the Muscovite wagon train, this allowed Romodanovski's men to prepare a wagon laager in an open
field and prepare to fight.
Połubiński conducted the first attack with winged hussars and four reiter companies, it broke the wagon laager
defended by Cossacks and inflicted heavy casualties to
them. The following attack broke another small laager
held by a Muscovite battalion (about 1/3) of a soldat regiment. After a vicious fight, during which especially
the winged hussars were to suffer heavy losses, the
Muscovites were forced to surrenter, after laying down
their arms and banners they were set free on the road to
Shklou. In the meantime, using the Lithuanian and Polish preoccupation with looting, Romodanovski and the
rest of Cykler's regiment, most of the artillery and surviving Cossacks fled to Shklou. Disorganized Lithuanians
and Poles did not pursue in the face of the worsening
weather .

Skirmish Force Special Rules:
Took to Looting and Ignored Commands

The insubordination of units that were busy pillaging influenced the result of the fight at Domany.
Every Unit in the Połubiński's skirmish force (apart from winged hussars and elite reiters) gets the Robbers
Special Rule. In addition, despite the fact that Połubiński was a good commander, in order to reflect the attitude of his men he only gets Command Points
.
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ALEKSANDER HILARY POŁUBIŃSKI
Commander
Formation

Move

Armor

Morale

Skill

Close Combat

Shooting

Weapons

Effectiveness Range

Special rules

Połubiński

20/+20

5

7

5

1

1

Hand weapon

0

CC

Commander

Pistols

0

5

Scarce ammunition

Special Rules
The First Winged Hussar of Lithuania

Połubiński had his own winged hussar banner, shortly afterwards he was even made the lieutenant of
a new king's banner. He led the famous winged hussar charge on the second day of battle at Warszawa.
Połubiński grants +1 modifier to Combat Resolution in which he takes part as long as winged hussars are
involved in it (he doesn't have to be attached to winged hussars)

Lithuanian field clerk*

Połubiński was a man of action ans did not stand down from challenges. As a result he often was given
command over strong skirmish forces or detached units of the Lithuanian army.
Połubiński gets a +1 initiative roll modifier.
*high ranking officer from hetman's inner circle

PRINCE YURI IVANOVICH ROMODANOVSKI
Commander
Formation

Move

Prince Yuri 20/+20

Armor

Morale

Skill

Close Combat

Shooting

Weapons

Effectiveness Range

Special rules

5

7

5

1

1

Hand weapon

0

CC

Commander

Pistols

0

5

Scarce Ammunition

SPECIAL RULES
Follow Me Children, Through Snow and Mud!

Despite furious attacks of Połubiński's men, the prince was able to make it out alive with much of his forces.
All Muscovite Units within 20cm from the prince may Withdraw additional 5cm (at the discretion of the Muscovite
player).

New units
MUSCOVITE WAGON
Formation

Move

Armor

Morale

Skill

Muscovite
wagon

10

13 / 5

4

4

Close Combat

2

1. As the wagons were usually manned by camp servants and
not trained soldiers it has appropriately worse characteristics.

Shooting

Weapons

Effectiveness Range

2

Hand weapon

0

Poor quality
firearms

1/0

CC

Special rules

Wagon

10/20 Plenty of Ammunition

2. Use Cossack figures from KOZ-3 or KOZ-13 set.
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Muscovite Mogilev Relief Force at Domany - 22nd of February 1655

NOTES:

Special rules:
Ludiej u nas mnoga (We have many men), Town Artillerymen

+ 1 FSP for a colonel
instead of
. If Skirmish has all available levels
(regardless of the additional units) then Cykler gets Command Points
for free
+1 FSP for every two wagons
* Additional servant Cossacks bases can only be fielded using the Ludiej u nas
mnoga (We have many men) special rule

* You can field one falconet 1.5pdr for free. Fielding more than one increases the
force's FSP by +1 FSP. The list shows the number of available falconets
according to the relief force's size
* Soldats do not use the pike and shot formation
* Soldat pikemen must be combined into blocks of 3-8 bases
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Połubiński's Lithuanian Skirmish Force at Domany – 22nd of February 1655

NOTES:

Special rules:
On Their Own Land*, Swimming, By Musketoon and Saber, Took to Looting and Ignored Commands
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* If fighting against the Cossacks the Skirmish
Force looses this special rule – instead the
opponent gets it
+1 FSP for Oberstleutnant Kurdawodowski. He can
only join reiter Units If the Skirmish Force has all
the levels, including FSP:11, Kurdawodowski
is free
* You may deploy winged hussars without lances.
This does not change the Skirmish Forces FSP
* Winged hussars with lances does not generate
Reconnaissance Points, winged hussars without
lances generates them as normal.
+1 FSP for 2 bases of any type of Cossack style 		
cavalry, reiters or dragoons
* You may replace up to 1 Cossack style cavalry
banner from the skirmish force basis with a reiter
or dragoon banner of the same strength and 		
quality
* You may give armor to some reiters
(Armor: 6). The cost of armor depends on the
number of armored bases taken: 0-3 bases: 0FSP,
4-6 bases: +1 FSP
* Up to two reiter banners can be armored. You
cannot have more armored than unarmored 		
reiters

